
FUMC ESL 11-12-2018 Low Intermediate Lesson    All About Nouns 2


Count and Non-Count Nouns- 

Mark the nouns in the table below as count nouns (C) or non-count (NC). Remember, non-
count nouns don't add S.


Some nouns can be count and non-count. EX: Anne always has fresh eggs because she raises 
chickens in her yard.  In this sentence, chickens is a count noun. You can have two or more 
chickens. However, in this sentence------"We had chicken for dinner last night", chicken is 
non-count because it refers to a dish being served.


Other examples:

The windows are made of glass. (noncount). Put two glasses on the table. (count)

We need paper for the copy machine. (noncount)  He brought two papers for her to sign.
(count)


Which one is count and which is noncount?

She has black hair.     The police found two hairs in the car that belonged to the criminal.

Friendship is a valuable thing.      She formed friendships with many girls.

The work is not difficult.     There were several works of art hung in the living room.

Experience is the best teacher.    Her experiences in college were positive.

It takes time to learn English.		 	 I went to England three times.


Why does it matter whether a noun is count or noncount?

....because we use different articles with count and noncount nouns.


We use A or AN with count nouns but not with noncount nouns. 

A banana is yellow.  An orange is not yellow.

Fruit is good for you.   NOT A fruit is good for you.


We use A or AN with singular count nouns and SOME with plural count nouns or noncount 
nouns.

I ate a banana.     I ate an orange. I ate some bananas.   Some fruit is sour.  NOT A fruit is sour.


Put A or An in front of the nouns in these sentences if it is needed. If not needed, leave it 
blank. 

1. ______ bird has wings.

2. ______ animal needs plenty of food.

3. ______ furniture is too big for our apartment.

4. ______ bed will not fit in this room.

5. ______ silver jewelry is my favorite.

6. ______ food is necessary to live.


chair bead mountain jewelry cotton bedroom butter

meat courage oil milk water desk weather

gold bicycle plane pepper corn blood junk



7. ______ music makes me relax.

8. ______ health is important for a long life.

9. ______ trees need water to live.

10. ______ tree needs water to live.

11. ______ adjective is a word that describes a noun.

12. ______ lemon is on the table.

13. ______ teacher made an announcement.

14. ______ accident was not my fault.

15. ______ accidents happen often on my street.

16. ______ iron is in the closet if you want to press your shirt.

17. ______ iron was used to make weapons and tools.


We use THE in front of count and noncount nouns if we are talking about a particular thing. But 
we never us A or An in front of a noncount noun. 

There is salt on the table.  Please pass the salt.    But NEVER,  Please pass a salt.

Let's go on a picnic Saturday.    The picnic last Saturday was fun.  (a specific picnic)

It's hot in here.  Please open a window. (There are more than one windows in the room and you 
can open any of them.)   

It's hot in here. Please open the window. (There is only one window so I want you to open a 
specific window.)

Please wear the white shirt I bought you.  Please wear a white shirt. (Any white shirt)


You have to decide on which article to use based on the meaning of the sentence. 

Blue is my favorite color.   I bought the blue one.  

In this sentence:  "I would like a blue popsicle." blue is the adjective, not the noun, so the A 
refers to "popsicle" not "blue". 


Expression of Quantity: When we are talking about more than one thing there are several 
expressions of quantity we can use. We can say:

I bought some chairs.

I bought some furniture.

I bought a few chairs.

NOT I bought a few furniture.

I bought many chairs.

NOT I bought many furniture.

I bought a lot of chairs.

I bought a lot of furniture.

We don't have much milk.

NOT We don't have much apples.


The rule: Count nouns use: some, a lot of, many  NOT much

Non count nouns use: some, a lot of, much  NOT many


π 

1. We don't have ______________sandwiches. 




2. She doesn't have______________ money.

3. We ate out ______________ nights last week.

4. ______________ websites have a lot of advertisements.

5. She eats too _____________ sugar.

6. Did she put _____________ ice in your drink?

7. Are there ____________ pencils in the drawer?

8. The teacher gave us _______________ information about the exam.


Scratch out the expressions that cannot be used in the sentence. 

Jake has _____________ homework.

A. three

B. several

C. some

D. a lot of

E. too much

F. too many

G. a few

H. a little

I. a number of

J. a great deal of

K. hardly any

L. no


Pronunciation: Listen for the ending sounds of the words the teacher says. Circle the word 
you hear.


Teachers, make sure the students can tell you the meaning of all the words in the table above.


Say these sentences FAST:   
Eat chicken in the kitchen.	     Pick a peck of peppers.	 	 A skunk on a stump

A dog chews shoes.	 	     I thought of thanking her.	 	 Willie's really weary.

Which witch is which?	     Fry four fine fresh fish	 	 	 Silk shirts shrink


but - bud mutt - mud cuss - cuff rut - rough mutt - muff put - puff cup - cub

rub - rut pub - pup bug - bud jug - judge bud - budge tug - tub suck - such

much - 
mush

gum - gun hum - hun sung - sunk hung - hunk bus - bush dish - ditch

pet - peck bet - bed said - set dim - den Sam - sand rat - rap sang - sank


